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Introduction
At Happy Kind, our aim has always been to create an ecosystem that fosters joy,
inclusivity, and a sense of belonging. As we look to the future, we see an exciting
opportunity to do so through the evolving landscape of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrencies.

We are thrilled to introduce $KIND, a blockchain coin for the Happy Kind community
with the aim to include everyone from children to adults in a unique rewarding
system. The token operates on the Polygon chain, a commonly used chain in the
crypto world.

Vision
The vision for the $KIND token is to create a unique and valuable platform that both
rewards our community members and serves as an interactive educational tool
about blockchain technology and cryptocurrency transactions.

Technology
$KIND, an MRC-20 token, is based on the Polygon blockchain. We chose the Polygon
chain, which is also used by multinational companies such as Coca-Cola, Starbucks,
and Reddit, because of its existing reputation of high availability and security, along
with low gas fees.



$KIND Tokenomics
The $KIND token has a mintable and burnable mechanism. It means we control the
creation (mint) or destruction (burn) of $KIND tokens based on relevant activities in
our ecosystem. Tokens are awarded for purchases within our Happy Kind affiliated
businesses, and the tokens can be traded on the DEX, Uniswap.

WARNING: trading $KIND is experimental and experiential. As $KIND is listed on the
DEX, trading it might incur losses, and customers must understand and accept that
they trade at their own risk. Happy Kind cannot be held liable for any trading losses
incurred.

Every trades transaction will contribute a total of 3% to marketing, development, and
charity. This fee is broken down as follows:

● 1% Marketing Fee: This fee supports further growth and branding initiatives to
increase the visibility and value of $KIND.

● 1% Developer Fee: This fee goes towards maintaining the code, making
necessary upgrades, and ensuring secure, seamless transactions.

● 1% Charity Fee: A portion of this fee will go towards our Happy Kind Giving
wallet to help charities.

Redemption Party
Holders can use their tokens as shopping credits or exchange them for physical
goods within the Happy Kind affiliated businesses. This way, we create a unique
reward system for our dedicated patrons while also engaging them in the intriguing
world of blockchain and cryptocurrency.



Roadmap
Phase 1 - Token Development: Develop $KIND as an MRC-20 token on the Polygon
Chain.

Phase 2 - Implementation: Integrate the $KIND token into the Happy Kind loyalty
system for it to be earnable through purchases.

Phase 3 - Education: Launch educational initiatives to help our community
understand how $KIND, the blockchain, and cryptocurrencies work.

Phase 4 - Partnerships: Establish more partnerships, to provide our community with
easy ways to trade, earn and redeem $KIND tokens.

Phase 5 - Ongoing Development: Continual betterment of our ecosystem based on
community feedback and market trends.



Conclusion
The $KIND token aligns with Happy Kind's philosophy of joy and inclusivity. Through
$KIND, we aim to create a valuable, fun, and educational platform that strengthens
our community and broadens understanding of the increasingly significant world of
blockchain technology. With this significant step into the future, Happy Kind stands
not just as a provider of excellent products and services but as an active participant
in our customers' journey through the crypto marketplace. We believe that $KIND is
more than a token — it is a token towards better humanity.
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